To write Punjabi language, Punjabi speakers use two different scripts, Perso-Arabic (referred as Shahmukhi) and Gurmukhi. Shahmukhi is used by the people of Western Punjab in Pakistan, whereas Gurmukhi is used by most people of Eastern Punjab in India. The natural written text in Shahmukhi script has missing short vowels and other diacritical marks. Additionally, the presence of ambiguous character having multiple mappings in Gurmukhi script cause ambiguity at character as well as word level while transliterating Shahmukhi text into Gurmukhi script. In this paper we focus on the word level ambiguity problem. The ambiguous Shahmukhi word tokens have many interpretations in target Gurmukhi script. We have proposed two different algorithms for Shahmukhi word disambiguation. The first algorithm formulates this problem using a state sequence representation as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The second approach proposes n-gram model in which the joint occurrence of words within a small window of size ± 5 is used. After evaluation we found that both approaches have more than 92% word disambiguation accuracy.
Introduction

Shahmukhi Script
Shahmukhi is a derivation of the Perso-Arabic script used to record the Punjabi language in Pakistan. Shahmukhi script has thirty eight letters, including four long vowel signs Alif ‫ [ɪn] etc. Arabic orthography does not provide full vocalization of the text, and the reader is expected to infer short vowels from the context of the sentence. Any machine transliteration or text to speech synthesis system has to automatically guess and insert these missing symbols. This is a non-trivial problem and requires an in depth statistical analysis (Durrani and Hussain, 2010 ).
Gurmukhi Script
The Gurmukhi script, standardized by Guru Angad Dev in the 16th century, was designed to write the Punjabi language (Sekhon, 1996) ; (Singh, 1997) . It was modeled on the Landa alphabet. The literal meaning of "Gurmukhi" is from the mouth of the Guru. The Gurmukhi script has syllabic alphabet in which all consonants have an inherent vowel. The Gurmukhi alphabet has forty one letters, comprising thirty eight consonants and three basic vowel sign bearers. The first three letters Ura ੳ[ʊ], Aira ਅ 
) with three bearer characters: Ura
. With the exception of Aira ਅ [ə] independent vowels are never used without additional vowel signs. The diacritics which can appear above, below, before or after the consonant they belong to, are used to change the inherent vowel and when they appear at the beginning of a syllable, vowels are written as independent vowels. Some Punjabi words require consonants to be written in a conjunct form in which the second consonant is written under the first as a subscript. There are three commonly used subjoined consonants as shown here
Transliteration and Ambiguity
To understand the problem of word ambiguity in the transliterated text let us consider a Shahmukhi sentence having total 13 words out of them five are ambiguous. During transliteration phase our system generates all possible interpretations in target script. Therefore, with this input the transliterated text has supplied all the ambiguous words with maximum two interpretations in the Gurmukhi script as shown in Figure  1 .
ਇਸ ਦੌ ਰ ਿਵਚ ਸਭ ਤ ਤਾਕਤਵਰ ਅਤੇ ਚਲਾਕ ਿਵਅਕਤੀ ਕਬੀਲੇ ਦਾ ਮੁ ਖੀ ਿਰਹਾ
is daur vic sabh tōṃ tākatvar atē calāk viaktī kabīlē dā mukhī rihā Figure 1 . Word level Ambiguity in Transliterated Text In a bigram statistical word disambiguation approach, the probability of co-occurrence of various alternatives such as <bos> ਇਸ |<bos>
ਦਾ ਮੁ ਖੀ | ਦਾ ਮੱਖੀ, and ਮੁ ਖੀ ਿਰਹਾ | ਮੱਖੀ ਿਰਹਾ are examined in the training corpus to estimate the likelihood. If the joint co-occurrence of following <bos> ਇਸ, ਇਸ ਦੌ ਰ, ਦੌ ਰ ਿਵਚ, ਸਭ ਤ , ਤ ਤਾਕਤਵਰ, ਤਾਕਤਵਰ ਅਤੇ , ਅਤੇ ਚਲਾਕ, ਦਾ ਮੁ ਖੀ, and ਮੁ ਖੀ ਿਰਹਾ bigram tokens are found to be more likely then the disambiguation will decide ਇਸ, ਦੌ ਰ, ਤ , ਅਤੇ and ਮੁ ਖੀ respectively as expected. Unfortunately, due to limited training data size or data sparseness it is quite probable that some of the alternative word interpretations are missing in the training corpus. In such cases additional information about word similarity like POS tagger and thesaurus may be helpful.
Causes of Ambiguity
The most common reasons for this ambiguity are missing short vowels and the presence of ambiguous character having multiple mappings in Gurmukhi script. in Gurmukhi corpus has 6.13% usage. Hence, it is a big challenge in the process of machine transliteration process to recognize the right word from the written (without diacritic) text because in a situation like this, correct meaning of the word needs to be corroborated from its neighboring context. Secondly, it is observed that there are multiple possible mappings in Gurmukhi script corresponding to a single character in the Shahmukhi script as shown in Table 2 . Moreover, the shown characters of Shahmukhi have vowel-vowel, vowel-consonant and consonant-consonant mapping.
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Multiple Gurmukhi Mappings Our transliteration engine discovers the corresponding word interpretations as ਚੇ ਨ /cēn/, ਚੀਨ /cīn/, or ਚੈ ਨ /cain/ and ਰੋ ਸ /rōs/, or ਰੂ ਸ /rūs/ respectively. Furthermore, both the problems may coexist in a particular Shahmukhi word, for example, the Shahmukhi word /baṇdī/ which has four different forms ਬਣਦੀ/baṇdī/, ਬੁ ਣਦੀ/buṇdī/, ਬੰ ਦੀ/bandī/ or ਿਬੰ ਦੀ/bindī/ in Gurmukhi script due to ambiguous character ‫[ن‬n] and missing short vowel. More sample cases are shown in Table 3 .
Another variety of word ambiguity mostly found in machine translation systems is where many words have several meanings or sense. The task of word sense disambiguation is to determine which of the sense of an ambiguous word is invoked in a particular use of the word. This is done by looking at the context of the ambiguous word and by exploiting contextual word similarities based on some predefined cooccurrence relations. The various types of disambiguation methods where the source of word similarity was either statistical (Schutze, 1992); (Dagan et al. 1993 (Dagan et al. , 1995 ; (Karov and Shimon, 1996) ; (Lin, 1997) ; or using a manually crafted thesaurus (Resnik, 1992 (Resnik, , 1995 ; (Jiang and Conrath, 1997) ; is presented in the literature.
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Word with Ambiguous Char. In this paper we have proposed two different algorithms for Shahmukhi word disambiguation. The first algorithm formulates this problem using a state sequence representation as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The second approach uses n-gram model in which the joint occurrence of words within a small window of size ± 5 is used.
Possible Gurmukhi Transliteration
1 ‫و‬ [v] ਖੂ ਹ / khūh/, ਖੋ ਹ /khōh/ 2 ‫[ى‬j] ਿਪਓ /piō/, ਪੀਓ /pīō/ 3 ‫[ى‬j] ਚੇ ਨ /cēn/, ਚੀਨ /cīn/, ਚੈ ਨ /cain/ 4 [n] ਜਾਂ ਦਾ /jāndā/, ਜਾਣਦਾ /jāṇdā/ 5 ‫و‬ [v], [n] ਸੂ ਚਨਾ /sūcnā/, ਸੋ ਚਣਾ /sōcaṇā/ 6 ‫[ى‬j], [n] ਦੇ ਣ /dēṇ/, ਦੀਨ /dīn/
The Level of Ambiguity in Shahmukhi Text
We have performed experiments to evaluate how much word level ambiguity is present in the Shahmukhi text. In order to measure the extent of such ambiguous words in a Shahmukhi corpus we have analyzed the top, most frequent 10,000 words obtained from the Shahmukhi word list that was generated during corpus analysis. The result of this analysis is shown in 
Observations:
• Most frequent words in Shahmukhi corpus have higher chances of being ambiguous.
• In this test case the maximum amount of ambiguity is 20% which is very high.
• The percentage of ambiguity decreases continuously while moving from most frequent to less frequent words within the list.
• The ambiguous words in Top 10,000 dataset have maximum four interpretations in Gurmukhi script with 2% coverage whereas the amount of three and two Gurmukhi interpretations is 12% and 86% respectively as shown in Figure 2 . Additionally, a similar experiment was performed on a Shahmukhi book having a total of 37,620 words. After manual evaluation, we discovered that the extent of ambiguous words in this book was 17.12%. Hence, both the test cases figure out that there is significant percentage of ambiguous words in Shahmukhi text and must be addressed to achieve higher rate of transliteration accuracy.
The Approach
At the outset, all we have is the raw corpora for each (Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi) script of Punjabi language. The properties of these corpora are presented in Table 5 . The majority of Shahmukhi soft data was found in the form of InPage software files. This soft data was converted to Unicode format using the InPage to Unicode Converter. A corpus based statistical analysis of both the corpora is performed. We have started from scratch and created the required resources in Unicode for both Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi scripts. The size of Gurmukhi training data used for word disambiguation task is shown in Table  6 .
N-gram models are used extensively in language modeling and the same is proposed for Shahmukhi word disambiguation using the target script corpus. The N-grams have practical advantages to provide useful likelihood estimations for alternative reading of language corpora. Word similarities that are obtained from N-gram analysis are a combination of syntactical, semantic and contextual similarities those are very suitable in this task of word disambiguation. 
Punjabi
Word Disambiguation using HMM
Second order HMM is equivalent to n-gram language model with n=3 called trigram language model. One major problem with fixed n models is data sparseness. Therefore, one good idea to smooth n-gram estimates is to use linear interpolation (Jelinek and Mercer, 1980) of n-gram estimates for various n, for example: The variable n means that we are using trigram, bigram and unigram probabilities together as a linear interpolation. This way we would get some probability of how likely a particular word was, even if our coverage of trigram is sparse.
86% Two Gurmukhi Interpretations
Four Gurmukhi Interpretations 2%
Three Gurmukhi Interpretations 12%
Now the next question is how to set the parameters i λ . Thede and Harper, (1999) modeled a second order HMM for part of speech tagging. Rather than using fixed smoothing technique, they have discussed their new method of calculating contextual probabilities using the linear interpolation. This method attaches more weight to triples that occur more often. The formula to estimate contextual probability is: 
Gurmukhi corpus
The formulas for 3 k and 2 k are chosen so that the weighting for each element in the equation 2 for P changes based on how often that element occurs in the Gurmukhi corpus. After comparing the two equations 1 and 2, we can easily understand that: 
ਹੁ ਣ ਤੂੰ ਦੱਸ
To calculate the best state sequence we have modeled Viterbi Algorithm, which efficiently computes the most likely state sequence.
Word Disambiguation using ±5 Window Context
This n-gram based algorithm performs word disambiguation using the small window context of size ±5. This context is used to exploit the contextual, semantic and syntactical similarities based on the information captured by an n-gram language model. The structure of our small window context is shown in Figure 4 . The disambiguation task starts from the first word of the input sentence and attempts to investigate co-occurrence probabilities of the words present in the left and right of the ambiguous word within the window size. Unlike HMM approach which is based on linear interpolation of n-gram estimates (Jelinek and Mercer, 1980) , this algorithm works in a back off fashion as proposed by Katz (1987) Table 7 . Clearly, word ਹੁ ਣ is selected because it has higher trigram co-occurrence probability. Now the sentence ambiguity is reduced to ਹੁ ਣ {ਤ |ਤੂੰ } {ਦਸ | ਦੱਸ |ਿਦਸ}. The estimation of co-occurrence probability for next ambiguous word is shown in Table 8 .
Right Context Left Context
P=0.000492 P=0.006519 P=0.003341
P=0.005019 P=0.009426 P=0.012454 Table 8 . Context Window Probabilities for ਤ and ਤੂੰ Words
As expected, word ਤੂੰ is selected by the system using left trigram context and the sentence ambiguity is now reduced to ਹੁ ਣ ਤੂੰ {ਦਸ ਦੱਸ ਿਦਸ}.
The next ambiguity is lying in the last word of the sentence so it has only left context as shown in Table 9 . After evaluating the left context cooccurrence for all the three word forms the system found that the valid co-occurrence is P(ਹੁ ਣ, ਤੂੰ , ਦੱਸ) and on this basis word ਦੱਸ is selected.
Finally, the output of the system is ਹੁ ਣ ਤੂੰ ਦੱਸ as expected. Unlike the above example, there is a situation when the higher order joint co-occurrence is found to be zero in the training corpus. In this situation the proposed algorithm will back off to next lower n-1 gram model.
Example
Following is the N-gram and HMM outputs of word disambiguation task for the sample text downloaded from the article available on the web site http://www.likhari.org
asīṃ gall tāṃ karadē hāṃ ki asīṃ āpṇī māṃ bōlī nūṃ usdā baṇdā hakk divāuṇ laī purzōr hāṃ par {ਦਸ ਦੱਸ ਿਦਸ}{ਤ ਤੂੰ }{ਹਨ ਹੁ ਣ} sāḍīā akkhāṃ sāmhṇē hī pañjābī nāḷ usdē ghar vic hī nā iṃsāfī hō rahī hai tē asīṃ phir cupp kar kē ih sabh vēkh rahē hāṃ bhārat atē pākistān dōvāṃ mulkāṃ vallōṃ pañjābī laī sāñjhē mañc tē kamm kītā jā rihā hai pichlē dinīṃ bambī vic jō kujjh vāpriā us nē sārī dunīāṃ nūṃ hilā kē rakkh dittā is nāḷ dōvāṃ mulkāṃ dē rishtē taṛkē han par buddhījīvī varag nūṃ ikk gall āpaṇē zihan vic rakkhṇī cāhīdī hai ki sarhaddāṃ nē zamīn vaṇḍī hai zabān nahīṃ This sample input text has 105 words in total and around 14.28% ambiguity at word level. While processing, the disambiguation task identified that there are fifteen (bold face) words that are ambiguous, i.e. having two, three, and four interpretations in Gurmukhi script. The disambiguation results of this sample input show that out of fifteen ambiguous words fourteen have been correctly disambiguated by both the Ngram and HMM algorithms whereas only one wrong word ਸਾਿਡਆ /sāḍiā/ is mistakenly chosen by N-gram approach that has correctly recognized as ਸਾਡੀਆ /sāḍīā/ by the HMM algorithm.
Experiments and Results
The natural sources of Shahmukhi text are very limited. With this limitation we have identified the available online and offline sources and three different test sets are taken from different domains as shown in Table 10 . After manual evaluation, the word disambiguation results on the three datasets are given in Table 11 . The overall 13.85% word ambiguity corresponding to all datasets has a significant value. The upper bound contribution is from Set-1(book) having a highest percentage 17.12% of word ambiguity and the corresponding performance of two different disambiguation tasks is also highest.
Test Data
Word Size Table 11 . Word Disambiguation Result
The accuracy of both algorithms is more that 92%, indicating there is still room for improvement. A comparative analysis of both outputs is performed. We found that there are cases when both HMM and N-gram based methods individually outperform as shown in Table   12 . Similarly, in some other cases system fails to predict name entity abbreviations as shown in 6 th row of Table 12 .
We can produce better results in the future by increasing the size of the training corpus and by exploiting contextual word similarities based on some predefined co-occurrence relations. 
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